
BLENDED MOBILITY TO IBIZA -  STUDENTS. 
FROM  THE 22nd  APRIL- 27th APRIL

QUESTIONS/ ANSWERS  FOR STUDENTS AND FAMILIES

 

 



4. What did you like about your hosting family?
9 ANSWERS

I liked the fact that my hosting family treated me like a son.
Of my hosting family what I liked the most was the understanding, the companionship, the fun and above all the
effort to understand me.
They were so nice with me and they treated me as am element of their family.
I liked most was the difference in culture
I loved everything, they were kind, funny and a happy family!
they were kind, helpful, lovely
they took me everywhere and bought presents
They were so kind and hospitable.
They behaved like daughter to me and I felt I am with my family



5. What did you dislike about your hosting family?
8 answers

- (2)
I liked everything so I don´t dislike nothing.
Nothing.
I loved everything about ibiza.
Actualy I didn't dislike anything it was nothing wrong when I was there!
There was nothing I didn’t like.
Nothing

THE SCHOOL:

 



8. What did you like most about the school?
9 answers

I liked the school's schedule, because It wasn't very big.
I like the radio, the teachers and the friendship between the students.
The students and the teachers were so nice and friendly with me and at the end everyone wrote me a 
dedication.
There arent no books at school.
It was funny meeting everyone, they were all kind and the teachers were really cool and funny!
kids and teachers
speaking English, Spanish :)
It was pretty tidy.
They became my friend easily because they are so kind

9. What did you dislike most about the school?
9 answers.
- (2)
I didn't disliked nothing.
I don´t dislike anything.
Nothing.
they can not use the telephones at school
It was really big and I was like lost, and I couldn't find my class! But I it was really cool too!
The campus was so small.
Nothing

10. Any suggestions for further blended mobilities in School with hosting families?
9 anawers

No. (3)
- (2)
Visit the city with your hosting family
i dont have suggestions.
Actualy I don't have because I really enjoy it the way it is now and I don't have anything to conplain about!
I think we need to visit places (in our tour) with our hosting family

 


